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Introduction 
 
The draft GRR and EIS that included the TSP were released in July 2016 for public and agency comment. Based on the 

comments received and further coordination with DOI and NYS subsequent to the public comment period, a 

recommended plan was identified that is supported by DOI and NYS. Since the recommended plan included project 

features that were not part of the National Economic Development (NED) Plan, a policy exception was requested and 

granted by the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil Works) on Oct 11, 2017. The policy exception allows USACE to 

recommend the “mutually acceptable” plan consistent with requirement of the authorizing law, Section 8 of Public Law 

88-587 that established Fire Island National Seashore. The Recommended Plan is the “mutually acceptable Plan” 

identified to the Secretary of the Army and Secretary of the Interior, and supported by the non-Federal sponsor, includes 

the following:   

 

Inlet Sand Bypassing 

 Provides for sufficient sand bypassing across Fire Island, Moriches, and Shinnecock Inlets to restore the natural 

longshore transport of sand along the barrier island for 50 years. Scheduled O&M dredging of the authorized 

navigation channel and deposition basin with sand placement on the barrier island will be supplemented, as 

needed, by dredging from the adjacent ebb shoals of each inlet to obtain the required volume of sand needed for 

bypassing. 

 The bypassed sand will be placed in a berm template at elevation +9.5 ft NGVD 29 in identified placement areas. 

 Monitoring is included to facilitate adaptive management changes. 

Mainland Nonstructural Measures 

 Includes up to 4,432 structures within the ten percent floodplain using nonstructural measures, primarily, 

structural elevations and floodproofing, based upon structure type and condition. 

 Ringwalls are provided for 93 structures that are not suitable for nonstructural measures. The ringwalls will meet 

all requirements of structural measures.  

 Includes acquisition of 14 structures in areas subject to high frequency flooding, and reestablishment of natural 

floodplain function. 

Breach Response on Barrier Islands  

 Proactive Breach Response – is an action that is triggered when the level of project performance at the shoreline 

falls below the condition under which the four percent flood would be capable of breaching the barrier island.  

 Reactive Breach Response – is an action that is triggered when a breach has occurred, and there is an exchange of 

ocean and bay water during normal tidal conditions. It is applicable to locations where there is agreement that a 

breach should be mechanically closed quickly, such as the Talisman Federal tract, where there is an 

acknowledgement of the high vulnerability of breaching, deep water in the back bay, and new infrastructure that 

connects communities east and west of this location.  

 Conditional Breach Response – is an action that is triggered when a breach has occurred, and there is an exchange 

of ocean and bay water during normal tidal conditions. It is applicable to most Federally-owned tracts within FIIS. 

A decision about potential breach closure will be made by the Breach Closure Team. Mechanical closure of the 

breach will take place if the breach does not close naturally within 60 days of opening. 

 Wilderness Breach Response – is an action that is triggered when a breach has occurred, and there is an exchange 

of ocean and bay water during normal tidal conditions. It is applicable to the Federally-owned Wilderness tracts 

within FIIS, and is consistent with the Wilderness Breach Management Plan/EIS prepared by NPS. A decision 

about potential breach closure will be made by the Breach Closure Team. Mechanical closure of the breach may 

take place if decided by the Breach Closure Team. 

Beach and Dune Fill on Shorefront 

 Provides for a 90 ft width berm and +15 ft dune along the developed shorefront areas on Fire Island and 

Westhampton barrier islands.  

 All dunes will be planted with dune grass except where noted. 
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 On Fire Island the post-Hurricane Sandy optimized alignment is followed and includes overfill in the developed 

locations to minimize tapers into Federal tracts.  

 Renourishment takes place approximately every 4 years for up to 30 years after project completion; while 

proactive breach response takes place from years 31 to 50. Inlet bypassing and CPF renourishment takes place for 

50 years on the same cycle timeline. 

 Provides for adaptive management to ensure the volume and placement configuration accomplishes the design 

objectives of offsetting long-term erosion. 

 Provides for construction of a feeder beach every 4 years for up to 30 years at Montauk Beach.  

Groin Modifications  

 Provides for removal of the existing Ocean Beach groins. 

Coastal Process Features (CPFs) 

 Provides for 12 barrier island locations and two (2) mainland locations as coastal process features and provide 

habitat for protected species.  

 Includes placement of approximately 4.2 M cy of sediment to be placed along the barrier island bayside shoreline 

over the 50-year period of analysis that reestablishes the natural coastal processes consistent with the 

reformulation objective of no net loss of habitat or sediment.  The placement of sediment along the bay shoreline 

will be conducted in conjunction with other nearby beach fill operations undertaken on the barrier island 

shorefront.  

 

The planned contract structure for this project is as follows: 

 

Contract 1  - Dredging at Fire Island Inlet with sand placement on Gilgo Beach and Robert Moses State Park  

Contract 2  - Dredging at Moriches and Shinnecock Inlets with sand placement within sub-reaches MB 1A, 

1B, 2A and SB 1D and 2B, and also at the New Made Island and Pattersquash CPF's.  

Contract 3  - Dredging at offshore borrow sites with sand placement within  sub-reaches SB- 1B, 1C, 1D  

and M-1 F (Montauk feeder beach).   

Contract 4  - Dredging at offshore borrow site with sand placement within sub-reaches MB- 2C, 2D, 2E 

(Westhampton vicinity) 

Contract 5  - Groin modification at Ocean Beach 

Contract 6  - Year 1 Non-Structural measures (500 structures) 

Contract 7 - Year 2 Non-Structural measures (1,000 structures) 

Contract 8 - Year 3 Non-Structural measures (1,250 structures) 

Contract 9 - Year 4 Non-Structural measures (1250 structures) 

Contract 10 - Year 5 Non-Structural measures (432 structures) 

  

 

Separate – No contracts planned/required: Breach closure, renourishment, and Monitoring.  

 

Dredging/beachfill costs have been estimated in CEDEP and the unit costs for mob/demob and dredging 

have been transferred to MII in a typical fashion for dredging work. The groin work has been included in the 

MII estimate with typical labor/eq/material setup. Both dredging and groin work have been assumed to go out 

under Unrestricted/Full & Open acquisition methods. The work in the estimates have been assigned mostly to 

the Prime Contractor, who is assumed to be capable of performing most of the work.  

 

The non-structural estimates for contracts 6-10, though founded in MII, are based on Microsoft Excel since 

that is the export program used by the algorithm to determine the N-S pricing by the A/E. The basis for those 

input costs were generated in MII using labor/eq/materials for single structures and the associated fixes. The 

acquisition strategy for the non-structural cost is akin to a MATOC or Small Business, where the performing 
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contractors are mostly subcontractors of the Prime. Those individual MII costs for each individual non-

structural fix were input into the simulation, which spit out the corresponding fixes for each of the structures in 

the inventory.  

 

The Breach Response costs were developed by a computer program from an A/E, based on likelihood of 

occurrence in any given year due to the storm models. The risk simulations identify the occurrence of breaches 

by future year with about 10,000 random storm lifecycles. The simulated number of response actions over the 

lifecycles are extracted, and have closure cost values in the model. The annualized costs are the results from the 

model; as only in the annualized costs (used as the basis for B/C ratio).  

 

Physical and Environmental Monitoring costs were developed by NY District Engineering & Environmental 

PDT members, resectively. The adaptive management/breach closure costs were developed by AECOM. The 

output from their monte carlo simulation provided an annualized cost number for the breach closure plan; this 

number was assumed for every year in the 50 year project life. For TPCS purposes, it was broken down into 4 

year increments (to align with the renourishment schedule) and escalated to the midpoint of those 4 years in 

order to show a concise listing.   

 

There is also continuing construction costs, for periodic renourishment for the beachfill. The cycle is every 4 

years, for 50 years, for a total of 13 renourishment cycles. The areas to receive renourishment are mainly in 

contracts. Similarly, both the engineering and the environmental monitoring costs are estimated for 50 years. 

Note that only the inlet bypassing and CPF nourishment is for 50 years; otherwise renourishment is for 30 

years, with proactive breach response for years 31-50.  Table 31 of the Main Report provides a description by 

sub-reach of what is provided over the project life cycle.    

 

With regards to net benefits and beachfill plan 3a providing the greatest storm damage reduction benefits (as 

outlined in the Main Report), there was not a Cost ATR conducted on the project cost estimates used to 

determine the benefits - the initial formulation estimates were done several years ago (sometime around 2009-

2010). The initial formulation efforts, which included an initial Screening of Measures, preliminary design of 

alternatives, and design optimization are described in detail in Appendix E - Plan Formulation. In May 2009, a 

draft Formulation Report was provided to the partner agencies, the Department of Interior and the State of New 

York Department of Environmental Conservation for review and comment. There is no record of an ATR 

performed on these measures/alternatives.  

 

Lands and Damages (01 Account) costs were received from Real Estate Division. Contract 2 is the only one 

with no real estate costs assigned to it.  

 

The periodic renourishment volumes at each location are to be placed at 4-year cycles subsequent to 

commencement of construction and throughout the 30-year economic life. For contracts 1 and 2, the 

renourishment volumes are to be placed every 2 years. As such, the cost for these two reaches have been 

doubled in the calculation of renourishment costs for the 4-year cycles. The renourishment beach fill is assumed 

to be placed in the same manner as the beach fill for the main contracts; with a large hopper dredge pumping the 

fill onto the shore, and a shore crew placing the material.  Additional renourishment costs due to adapting the 

design for the “intermediate” sea-level change (SLC) scenario have been incorporated into the costs as well. 

They can be found on the last page of the TPCS, and backup can be found in the cost product documentation 

and after the annualized renourishment costs shown in Table C-2. 

 

Major rehabilitation costs are for restoring the design profile due to significant storm events beyond those 

that were designed for in the renourishment cycle. The threshold at which major rehabilitation costs are incurred 

is based on the storm event that causes the erosion volume to exceed 15 cy/lf along the beach front.  This is the 
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average nourishment volume anticipated to be available at the midpoint of the renourishment cycle because the 

significant storm event has a 50% chance of occurring earlier or later than the cycle midpoint. Annualized major 

rehab costs are shown in Table C-3. 

 

Monitoring Costs are shown in Table C-4; additional information on these costs can be found in the 

Monitoring Appendix (Appendix I).  

 

The Cost Apportionment for this project can be found in table C-5. The initial construction cost is 100% 

Federally-Funded; however, the continuing construction costs are shared by the Federal Government and the 

local sponsor. The cost share for coastal restoration projects is 65%/35%. O&M and Major Rehab costs are the 

responsibility of the non-Federal sponsor.  

 

The TSP with the Intermediate SLC scenario has been certified. The TSP was previously certified by Walla 

Walla in August of 2016. Both the current and previous certifications can be found at the end of this appendix.  

 

**Note** - the costs presented in this appendix represent the intermediate SLC scenario. The 

reduction in cost from what is shown for the Low SLC scenario is simply the removal of the SLC 

Adaptation costs from the ‘Continuing Construction’ costs, which amount to $26.16m. The array of costs 

for the different scenarios can be found in Table C-2, where the costs and benefits for the Low, 

Intermediate, and High SLC Scenarios are all shown. Additionally, the SLC adaptation cost is shown in 

Table C-7. The Low SLC version of this table is shown in pdf below, for comparison (double click to 

open). 
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Table C-1 – Initial Construction Costs and MII/Cost Backup (Project First Cost) 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Table C-2 – Annualized Cost 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Table C-3 – Renourishment Cost 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Table C-4 – Emergency Beach Fill Cost 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Table C-5 – Environmental Monitoring Cost 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Table C-6 – Engineering Monitoring Cost 
 (double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Table C-7 – Cost Apportionment 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Total Project Cost Summary 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Cost & Schedule Risk Analysis (CSRA) Results 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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Schedule 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 
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ATR/Cost Certification 
(double-click to open in Adobe) 

 


